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WHAT ACTIVITIES ARE GOING ON AT THE HANHIKIVI SITE AT THE 
MOMENT
Dr. Rainer Goehring, Site Director of RAOS Project:

“At the moment, we are building a large warehouse area next to the 
accommodation village. Each warehouse is 5000 m2 and we are 
building 8 warehouses in total. This means a huge area of storage 
space, like over 8 football pitches. Steel structures, roofs and walls are 
under construction now. 
Works continue in painting shop, reinforcement workshop, machine 
shop. Installation of steel structure and socle panels is underway in 
turbine workshop. Also, excavating works are ongoing in many 
different places of the site. Finalization works continue in the can-
teen, medical center, dressing rooms, and pumping station. 
Works are proceeding as planned. A great deal of infrastructure work 
has already been done at the site, and the support buildings for the 
nuclear power plant will also be completed on time. With arrival of 
spring, our work will progress even faster now that snow and frost are 
no longer a disadvantage”.

The NPP construction requires unique knowledge and skills of its work-
force, and a well-orchestrated teamwork of various professionals. This is 
a massive and multi-stage project that offers remarkable career oppor-
tunities for experts in numerous fields of construction work.

RAOS Project is a multinational workplace employing experts and 
professionals from more than 20 countries. Given this wide diversity, our 
team use English for work-related communication.

At the moment, RAOS Project team at the Pyhäjoki site is comprised of 
46 specialists. Our site team has a shared interest in being successful 
together and being open and honest with each other, we believe that 
this makes us all better and creates a more encouraging working climate 
for every one of us. Working in RAOS Project team offers an innovative 
environment where challenging and interesting work is part of daily life.
RAOS Project always welcomes talented and motivated people who 
want to join our team. 

We are currently looking for new colleagues for the following positions 
at the site:
•  Quality Control Civil Engineer
•   Electrical Work Specialist

If you are interested in to join in our great team, please send you appli-
cation to HR Manager Jari Kahma, jari.kahma@rosatom.fi

The Hanhikivi 1 nuclear power plant to be built in Pyhäjoki is the largest 
single investment in Finland. The main parties to the project, the plant's 
customer Fennovoima, the plant supplier RAOS Project and the main 
sub-supplier as Titan2, AP, Gidropress, and AEM are firmly committed to 
the safe and reliable implementation of the nuclear power plant. RAOS 
Project is a subsidiary of Rosatom. Rosatom owns 34% of Fennovoima.  

More information: RAOS PROJECT, Outi Pauliina Pelkonen, 
tel. +358 50 389 8938 or outi.pelkonen@rosatom.fi, 
www.raosproject.fi

RAOS PROJECT RECRUITMENT NEEDS

“Our team will grow in the future. During the construction 
phase, RAOS Project will employ more than 200 experts at the 
Pyhäjoki construction site. During the construction phase, we 
will need for example Construction Supervisors and Specialists, 
Quality Inspectors and OHSE inspectors and Specialists”, says 
Jari Kahma, HR Manager at RAOS Project.
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After long and dark winter sun is shining very brightly at the Hanhikivi 
site in Pyhäjoki. Georgi Mällo is working with a good feeling. He is 
responsible for the day-to-day on-site running. He organizes work with 
subcontractors of AS Maru Ehitus, and handles all issues on the site. One 
of Georgi’s tasks is to control the work quality and finalize completed 
part of work to customer.

Georgi studied at School Ahtme Gymnasium for 12 years and received 
professional higher education at Virumaa College of Tallinn University of 
Technology in Estonia, with a degree in construction engineering.
After graduation, Georgi participated in many projects in civil construc-
tion like city library and social house renovation, as well as in the con-
struction of turbines and flue gas desulfurization plants.  
  

Safety is the highest priority at the Hanhikivi-1 site. Safety aspects are 
taken into account e.g. in site selection, hiring the best professional 
employees and contractors, training employees to deliver works in a safe 
manner and with high quality, and building the required infrastructure. 
The responsibility for the safety at the site lies with each employee.

”I come from Estonia, from the country's main industrial city of 
Kohtla-Jarve. My family lives in Estonia. The city is highly indus-
trial, and is both processor of oil shales and large producer of 
various petroleum products. I am happy to work at Hanhikivi-1 
construction, which is qualified project and a great experience 
for me. Pyhäjoki is a nice, quiet place to live and it has a pure 
nature.  It feels good to be here”.

SAFETY CULTURE IS OUR HIGHEST PRIORITY

 GEORGI MÄLLO FROM AS MARU EHITUS

group on key restrictions and 
news of COVID-19 safety. Every 
single floor in the common area 
is provided with printed 
up-to-date information. Any 
sufficient update is delivered to 
every company manager to be 
spread among residents.
We have imposed restrictions on 
gatherings, to the extent possi-
ble, for our employees, residents, 
and visitors. Our employees are 
supplied with unlimited and 
freely available basic and FFP2 
masks, sanitizers, and are 
monthly provided by safety 
training from our safety man-
agement.”  

“Here at the accommodation village we handle the coronavirus 
situation using all practices that are available to us. We are 
proud that currently the situation remains stable and controlla-
ble. We monitor THL and newspapers daily, and are constantly 
updating and improving our approaches.
Initially, we check where the new resident arrives from, whether 
voluntary quarantine is required or not. Those who arrived from 
red/gray zones are accommodated on isolated floors for the 
entire quarantine period”, tells Daniil Illarionov, Project Manag-
er at WTS Services Ltd.
And he continues, “All groups are listed daily to easily track con-
nections and those exposed if any person tests positive. Fortu-
nately, we have enough space at the accommodation village. 
We also have separate floors for positive-tested and exposed 
persons. Our administrators and cleaners are taught to provide 
all required services contactless.
When accommodating, the administrator instructs every person/


